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Abstract

We propose a new similarity measure for intuitionistic fuzzy sets (cf. Atanassov [1,
2]) and show its usefulness in medical diagnostic reasoning. We point out advantages
of this new concept over the method proposed previously (cf. Szmidt and Kacprzyk
[23]) where distances were used instead of the proposed similarity measure.
Keywords: intuitionistic fuzzy sets, similarity measure, medical disagnostic rea-
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1 Introduction

Intuitionistic fuzzy sets (Atanassov [1], [2]), due to an additional degree of freedom in
comparison with fuzzy sets (Zadeh [26]), can be viewed as their generalization. The addi-
tional degree of freedom let us better model imperfect information which is omnipresent
in any conscious decision making. We will present here intuitionistic fuzzy sets as a tool
for a more human consistent reasoning under imperfectly de¯ned facts and imprecise
knowledge.
An example of medical diagnosis will be presented assuming that there is a database,

i.e. a description of a set of symptoms S, and a set of diagnoses D. We will describe a
state of a patient knowing results of his/her medical tests. The problem description uses
the concept of an intuitionistic fuzzy set that makes it possible to render two important
facts. First, values of symptoms change for each patient as, e.g., temperature goes up
and down, pain increases and decreases, etc. Second, in a medical database describing
illnesses for di®erent patients it should be taken into account that for di®erent patients
su®ering from the same illness, values of the same symptom can be di®erent.
The proposed method of diagnosis involves a new measure of similarity for intuitionistic

fuzzy sets. For each patient the similarity measures for his particular set of symptoms and
a set of symptoms that are characteristic for each diagnosis are calculated. The lowest
obtained value points out a proper diagnosis.
The material in the article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we brie°y overview

intuitionistic fuzzy sets. In Section 3 we propose the new measure of similarity for intu-
itionistic fuzzy sets. In Section 4 we use the proposed similarity measure to single out the
diagnosis for the considered patients. We compare the obtained solution with the ¯nal



diagnosis pointed out by looking for the smallest distance between symptoms characteris-
tic for a patient and symptoms decsribing considered illnesses (see Szmidt and Kacprzyk
[23]]). Finally, we ¯nish with some conclusions in Section 5.

2 Brief introduction to intuitionistic fuzzy sets

As opposed to a fuzzy set in X(Zadeh [26]) , given by

A
0
= f< x; ¹A0 (x) > jx 2 Xg (1)

where ¹A0 (x) 2 [0; 1] is the membership function of the fuzzy set A
0
, an intuitionistic

fuzzy set (Atanassov [1], [2]) A is given by

A = f< x; ¹A(x); ºA(x) > jx 2 Xg (2)

where: ¹A : X ! [0; 1] and ºA : X ! [0; 1] such that

0<¹A(x) + ºA(x)<1 (3)

and ¹A(x), ºA(x) 2 [0; 1] denote a degree of membership and a degree of non-membership
of x 2 A, respectively.
Obviously, each fuzzy set may be represented by the following intuitionistic fuzzy set

A = f< x; ¹A0 (x); 1¡ ¹A0 (x) > jx 2 Xg (4)

For each intuitionistic fuzzy set in X, we will call

¼A(x) = 1¡ ¹A(x)¡ ºA(x) (5)

an intuitionistic fuzzy index (or a hesitation margin) of x 2 A and, it expresses a lack
of knowledge of whether x belongs to A or not (cf. Atanassov [2]). It is obvious that
0<¼A(x)<1, for each x 2 X.
In our further considerations we will use the notion of the complement elements, which

de¯nition is a simple consequence of a complement set AC

AC = f< x; ºA(x); ¹A(x) > jx 2 Xg (6)

The application of intuitionistic fuzzy sets instead of fuzzy sets means the introduction
of another degree of freedom into a set description. Such a generalization of fuzzy sets
gives us an additional possibility to represent imperfect knowledge what leads to describing
many real problems in a more adequate way.

Applications of intiutionistic fuzzy sets to group decision making, negotiations and
other situations are presented in Szmidt [9], Szmidt and Kacprzyk [11], [12], [14], [22],
[23].





The formula (7) can also be stated as

Sim(X;F ) =
lIFS(X;F )

lIFS(X;FC)
=
lIFS(X

C ; FC)

lIFS(X;FC)
=

=
lIFS(X;F )

lIFS(XC ; F )
=
lIFS(X

C ; FC)

lIFS(XC ; F )
(9)

It is worth noticing that

² Sim(X;F ) = 0 means the identity of X and F .

² Sim(X;F ) = 1 means that X is to the same extent similar to F and FC (i.e., values
bigger than 1 mean in fact a closer similarity of X and FC to X and F ).

² When X = FC (or XC = F ), i.e. lIFS(X;F
C)=lIFS(X

C ; F )= 0 means the complete
dissimilarity of X and F (or in other words, the identity of X and FC), and then
Sim(X;F )!1.

² When X = F = FC means the highest possible entropy (see [20]) for both elements
F and X i.e. the highest "fuzziness" { not too constructive a case when looking for
compatibility (both similarity and dissimilarity).

In other words, when applying measure (7) to analyse the similarity of two objects, one
should be interested in the values 0<Sim(X;F ) < 1.
The proposed measure (7) was constructed for selecting objects which are more similar

than dissimilar [and well-de¯ned in the sense of possessing (or not) attributes we are
interested in]. For further discussion concerning the proposed measure (including its
name, range of possible values, connections with the Jaccard's index, and the literature)
we refere an interested reader to Szmidt and Kacprzyk [24].
Now we will show that a measure of similarity de¯ned as mentioned above, (7), between

X(¹X ; ºX ; ¼X) and F (¹F ; ºF ; ¼F ) is more powerful then a simple distance between them.
Medical diagnostic reasoning will help us to show the fact.

4 Medical diagnostic reasoning

To make a proper diagnosis D for a patient with given values of tested symptoms S, a
medical knowledge base is necessary. In our case a knowledge base involves elements of
intuitionistic fuzzy sets.
We consider the same data as those of De, Biswas and Roy [3]. Let the set of diagnoses

be D = fViral fever, Malaria, Typhoid, Stomach problem, Chest problemg. The consid-
ered set of symptoms is S = ftemperature, headache, stomach pain, cough, chest-paing.
The data are given in Table 1 { each symptom is described by three numbers: mem-

bership ¹, non-membership º, hesition margin ¼. For example, for malaria, we have: the
temperature is high (¹ = 0:7, º = 0, ¼ = 0:3), whereas for the chest problem, we have:
temperature is low (¹ = 0:1, º = 0:8, ¼ = 0:1).
The set of patients considered is P = fAl, Bob, Joe, Tedg. The symptoms character-

istic for the patients are given in Table 2 { as before, we need all three parameters (¹,º,¼)



Table 1: Symptoms characteristic for the diagnoses considered

V iral Malaria Typhoid Stomach Chest
fever problem problem

Temperature (0:4; 0:0; 0:6) (0:7; 0:0; 0:3) (0:3; 0:3; 0:4) (0:1; 0:7; 0:2) (0:1; 0:8; 0:1)
Headache (0:3; 0:5; 0:2) (0:2; 0:6; 0:2) (0:6; 0:1; 0:3) (0:2; 0:4; 0:4) (0:0; 0:8; 0:2)
Stomach pain (0:1; 0:7; 0:2) (0:0; 0:9; 0:1) (0:2; 0:7; 0:1) (0:8; 0:0; 0:2) (0:2; 0:8; 0:0)
Cough (0:4; 0:3; 0:3) (0:7; 0:0; 0:3) (0:2; 0:6; 0:2) (0:2; 0:7; 0:1) (0:2; 0:8; 0:0)
Chest pain (0:1; 0:7; 0:2) (0:1; 0:8; 0:1) (0:1; 0:9; 0:0) (0:2; 0:7; 0:1) (0:8; 0:1; 0:1)

Table 2: Symptoms characteristic for the patients considered

Temperature Headache Stomach Cough Chest
pain pain

Al (0:8; 0:1; 0:1) (0:6; 0:1; 0:3) (0:2; 0:8; 0:0) (0:6; 0:1; 0:3) (0:1; 0:6; 0:3)
Bob (0:0; 0:8; 0:2) (0:4; 0:4; 0:2) (0:6; 0:1; 0:3) (0:1; 0:7; 0:2) (0:1; 0:8; 0:1)
Joe (0:8; 0:1; 0:1) (0:8; 0:1; 0:1) (0:0; 0:6; 0:4) (0:2; 0:7; 0:1) (0:0; 0:5; 0:5)
Ted (0:6; 0:1; 0:3) (0:5; 0:4; 0:1) (0:3; 0:4; 0:3) (0:7; 0:2; 0:1) (0:3; 0:4; 0:3)

to describe each symptom (see Szmidt and Kacprzyk [23]). Our task is to derive a proper
diagnosis for each patient pi, i = 1; : : : ; 4. In our previous article (Szmidt and Kacprzyk
[23]) we proposed to solve the problem in the following way

² to calculate for each patient pi a distance (we used the normalised Hamming dis-
tance) of his symptoms (Table 2) from a set of symptoms sj, j = 1; : : : ; 5 charac-
teristic for each diagnosis dk, k = 1; : : : ; 5 (Table 1),

² to single out the lowest obtained distance which points out a proper diagnosis.

The normalised Hamming distance for all the symptoms of the i-th patient from the
k-th diagnosis is equal to

l(s(pi); dk) =
1

10

5X
j=1

(j¹j(pi)¡ ¹j(dk)j+ jºj(pi)¡ ºj(dk)j+

+ j¼j(pi)¡ ¼j(dk)j) (10)

The distances (10) for each patient from the considered set of possible diagnoses are given
in Table 3. The lowest distance points out a proper diagnosis: Al su®ers from malaria,
Bob from stomach problem, Joe from typhoid, whereas Ted from fever.
Now we will solve the same task - deriving a proper diagnosis for each patient pi,

i = 1; : : : ; 4 using the proposed similarity measure (7) To do so, we propose

² to calculate for each patient pi a similarity measure (7) between his symptoms (Table
2) and symptoms sj, j = 1; : : : ; 5 characteristic for each diagnosis dk, k = 1; : : : ; 5
(Table 1),

² to single out the lowest value from the obtained similarity measures which points
out a proper diagnosis.



Table 3: The normalized Hamming distances for each patient from the considered set of
possible diagnoses

V iral Malaria Typhoid Stomach Chest
fever problem problem

Al 0:28 0:24 0:28 0:54 0:56

Bob 0:40 0:50 0:31 0:14 0:42

Joe 0:38 0:44 0:32 0:50 0:55

Ted 0:28 0:30 0:38 0:44 0:54

From De¯nition 1, similarity measure (7) for pi patient - between his/her symptoms
and the symptoms characterisctic for diagnosis dk, is

Sim(s(pi); dk) =
1

5

5X
j=1

[(j¹j(pi)¡ ¹j(dk)j+ jºj(pi)¡ ºj(dk)j+

+ j¼j(pi)¡ ¼j(dk)j)]=[(j¹j(pi)¡ ºj(dk)j+
+ jºj(pi)¡ ¹j(dk)j+ j¼j(pi)¡ ¼j(dk)j)] (11)

For example, for Al, similarity measures for all his symptoms and respective symptoms
of a choosen diagnosis - Chest problem Ch are

² for temperature T

SimT (Al; Ch) = [j0:8¡ 0:1j+ j0:1¡ 0:8j+ j0:1¡ 0:1j]=
= [j0:8¡ 0:8j+ j0:1¡ 0:1j+ j0:1¡ 0:1j]!1 (12)

² for headache H

SimH(Al;Ch) = [j0:6¡ 0j+ j0:1¡ 0:8j+ j0:3¡ 0:2j]=
= [j0:6¡ 0:8j+ j0:1¡ 0j+ j0:3¡ 0:2j] = 3:5 (13)

² for stomach pain SP

SimSP (Al;Ch) = [j0:2¡ 0:2j+ j0:8¡ 0:8j+ j0¡ 0j]=
= [j0:2¡ 0:8j+ j0:8¡ 0:2j+ j0¡ 0j] = 0 (14)

² for cough C

SimC(Al; Ch) = [j0:6¡ 0:2j+ j0:1¡ 0:8j+ j0:3¡ 0j]=
= [j0:6¡ 0:8j+ j0:1¡ 0:2j+ j0:3¡ 0j] = 2:33 (15)

² for chest pain ChP

SimChP (Al; Ch) = [j0:1¡ 0:8j+ j0:6¡ 0:1j+ j0:3¡ 0:1j]=
= [j0:1¡ 0:1j+ j0:6¡ 0:8j+ j0:3¡ 0:1j] = 3:5 (16)



Table 4: Similarities of symptoms for each patient to the considered set of possible diag-
noses

R V iral Malaria Typhoid Stomach Chest
fever problem problem

Al 0:75 1:19 1:31 3:27 1
Bob 2:1 3:73 1:1 0:35 1
Joe 0:87 1:52 0:46 2:61 1
Ted 0:95 0:77 1:67 1 2:56

Similarity measure Sim(Al;Ch) taking into account all his symptoms (i.e., (12)-(16))
is

Sim(Al; Ch) =
1

5
(1+ 3:5 + 0 + 2:33 + 3:5) =1

what means that at least one of Al's symptoms is quaite opposite as speci¯ed forChestProblem.
It is an important clue which does not occur at all when we consider just distances between
symptoms instead of the proposed similarity measure.

All the results for the considered patients are in Table 4. The obtained results (Table
4) are di®erent as they were when we considered instead of similatity measure (7) just the
distances (Table 3). As previously, Bob su®ers from stomach problems, Joe from typhoid,
but Al from fever (not from malaria), and Ted su®ers from malaria (not from fever).
These di®erences are because the similarity measure (10) can be small but at the same
time the distance between the symptom of the patient and the complementary symptom
characteristic for the examined illness can be smaller (even equal to 0 as it was for (12)).
See also Szmidt and Kacprzyk [24].

5 Conclusions

By employing intuitionistic fuzzy sets in databases we can express a hesitation concerning
objects under consideration. The method proposed in this article, performing diagnosis on
the basis of the calculation of a new similarity measure for intuitionistic fuzzy sets, makes
it possible to avoid drawing conclusions about strong similarity between intuitionistic
fuzzy sets on the basis of the small distances between these sets.

It is also worth stressing that the proposed method takes into account the values of
all symptoms. As a result, our approach makes it possible to introduce weights for all
symptoms (for instance, for some illnesses some symptoms can be more important). This
weighting scheme is impossible in the method proposed by De, Biswas and Roy [3] because
the max-min-max rule \neglects" in fact most values except for the extreme ones.
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